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. A screenshot of GrammarViz 3.0 GUI-an interactive time series pattern mining tool implementing our algorithms. The approximate motif discovered in the insect dataset whose length vary from 102 to 108 is shown. The top panel shows the entire dataset span highlighting the motif occurrences, the bottom panels show the table of all patterns discovered in the dataset and superimposed, z-normalized subsequences corresponding to the selected grammar rule. Fig. 2 . An exact discord discovered using GrammarViz 3.0 in the Video telemetry dataset [Keogh et al. 2004] . The entire dataset highlighting the discord occurrence shown at the top panel, the bottom panels show the table of discovered discords and z-normalized anomalous subsequence.
techniques: time series discretization and grammatical inference (Li et al. 2012; Senin et al. 2015 Senin et al. , 2014 . Figure 1 shows an example of our motif discovery technique applied to the Insect dataset, where it discovers nine instances of the approximately similar pattern. Figure 2 shows an example of a time series discord discovery using our technique.
While the proposed techniques advance the state of the art in motif and discord discovery by allowing variable pattern lengths, many challenges remain. The most important ones arise from the nature of the employed techniques, namely discretization and grammar inference. Specifically, the efficiency and the effectiveness of our techniques depend on the proper (according to the task context) selection of discretization parameters. While the ability to discover variable-length patterns mitigates some of the parameter selection problem, the ability to select nearly-optimal parameters is still largely unaddressed. The second challenge relates to the rule sets returned by the grammar inference algorithm. Grammatical inference effectively decomposes discretized time series into a large hierarchical structure describing long-and short-term correlations between discretized subsequences. Often, however, the amount of grammar rules, each of which may correspond to many overlapping time series subsequences, is too large and spurious to comprehend clearly. Thus, an efficient pattern-pruning technique is highly desirable.
In this work, we propose the following solutions for both the problems: A semi-automated discretization parameter optimization procedure, and two strategies for pattern numerosity reduction. Overall, in contrast with our previous work, in this article we (1) introduce an implementation of the offline grammar inference algorithm called Re-Pair (Larsson and Moffat 1999) and show how its application improves the time series motif discovery; (2) propose a motif summarization technique based on clustering of similar patterns; (3) propose a greedy grammar rule redundancy pruning technique based on the minimum cardinality maximum cover principle; (4) propose and discuss discretization parameter optimization heuristics based on the redundant rule elimination technique; (5) demonstrate the implementation of the proposed technique in the interactive time series pattern mining workflow.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 defines key terms and formally states the problem. Section 3 describes the techniques we build upon-the time series symbolic discretization and grammatical inference. We discuss the application of these techniques to the problem of time series variable length pattern discovery in Section 4. In Section 5, we show two solutions for pattern redundancy reduction and in Section 6, we describe our approach for automated discretization parameters selection. The proposed techniques are experimentally validated in Section 7. We conclude and discuss future work in Section 8.
NOTATION AND THE PROBLEM DEFINITION
To precisely state the problem at hand, and to relate our work to previous research, we shall define the key terms used throughout this article. We begin by defining our data type, time series: Definition 2.1 (Time series). Time series T = t 1 , . . . , t m is a set of scalar observations ordered by time.
Since we focus on the detection of patterns which are the local structural features, we consider short subsections of time series called subsequences:
Definition 2.2 (Subsequence).
Subsequence C of time series T is a contiguous sampling t p , . . . , t p+n−1 of points of length n << m where p is an arbitrary position, such that 1 ≤ p ≤ m − n + 1.
Here, we introduce a notion of the sliding window. Typically, all subsequences of a time series T of the length m are extracted by sliding a window of the user-defined subsequence length n across T . This process, called sliding window subsequence extraction results in a set of m − n + 1 subsequences.
As it is well acknowledged in the literature, and as we have shown before in Lin et al. (2003) , it is often meaningless to compare time series unless they are z-normalized:
Definition 2.3 (Z-normalization)
. Z-normalization is a process that brings the mean of a subsequence C to zero and its standard deviation to one and effectively enables the comparison of time-series by their structural similarities (Goldin and Kanellakis 1995) . A z-normalized representation of the time series T can be obtained by subtracting the mean of T from each value and dividing by its standard deviation:
Given two time series subsequences C and M, both of length n, the distance between them is a real number that accounts for how much these subsequences are different. The function which outputs this number when given C and M is called the distance function and denoted Dist (C, M ). One of the most commonly used distance functions is the Euclidean distance:
Definition 2.4 (Euclidean distance). Euclidean distance is defined as the square root of the sum of the squared differences between each pair of the corresponding data points in C and M:
Some of our techniques are built upon determining if a given subsequence C is similar to other subsequences M under distance measure Dist. This notion is formalized in the definition of a match:
Definition 2.5 (Match). Given a positive real number t (i.e., threshold) and subsequences C and
When searching for patterns using a distance function, it is important to exclude self-matches, which are subsequences that overlap the subsequence currently being considered. Such selfmatches can yield degenerate and unintuitive solutions as discussed in Keogh et al. (2005) . For two subsequences C and M, we define a non-self-match: Definition 2.6 (Non-self-match). Given a subsequence C of length n starting at position p of time series T , the subsequence M beginning at q is a non-self-match to C at distance Dist (C, M ) if |p − q| ≥ n.
In this work, we discuss grammar inference-based algorithms designed to discover two types of time series patterns: frequent patterns, i.e., motifs, and rare or anomalous patterns, i.e., discords.
A time series motif is a frequently occurring pattern. Different definitions of motif exist in the literature. As an example, Lin et al. ( , 2003 defined a motif as follows:
Definition 2.7 (Closest-Pair Time series motif). The closest-pair time series motif is the most similar pair of non-overlapping subsequences of length m (T m i ,T m j ), where i < j. In this work, our definition of motif is not restricted to the closest pair, but rather, a set of similar (possibly overlapping) subsequences found in the dataset. This definition is closer to the one introduced in the original motif work . In addition, contrary to existing definitions, where similar subsequences in a motif must have the same length, this requirement is lifted in our definition, and, in addition to that we allow motifs to overlap. ) of lengths m1, m2, . . . ,mk, respectively, where
As mentioned, one of the most effective methods for time series anomaly detection is via discord discovery. Formally, it is defined as follows:
Definition 2.9 (Time series discord). Given a time series T , the time series subsequence C ∈ T is called the discord if it has the largest Euclidean distance to its nearest non-self-match (Keogh et al. 10:6 P. Senin et al. 2005) . Thus, time series discord is a subsequence within a time series that is maximally different to all the rest of subsequences in the time series, and therefore naturally captures the most unusual subsequence within the time series (Keogh et al. 2005 ).
Problem Definitions
The task of finding structural patterns in time series, i.e., time series motifs and discords, is defined as follows:
Given a time series T , find a subsequence pattern P that is the most frequently occurring structural phenomenon in the time series; and find a subsequence C that is the most (structurally) different from the rest of the observed subsequences.
Both tasks, however, are very difficult to solve in its general form without a notion of the context (Lin et al. 2007; Chandola 2009 ). The context is the information that can be induced from the structure of the dataset or specified as a part of the problem, and, essentially, defines a normal or expected signal behavior. The context information places constraints on both the search space and the results, making it possible to find a meaningful solution. Based on this rationale, we re-define the motif and anomaly discovery problems as: Given a time series T and some context , find the most frequent subsequence pattern P ∈ T , and find the most structurally different subsequence C ∈ T , both of which can be related to the context.
Traditionally, in motif and discord discovery (Lin et al. 2007; Chandola 2009 ), the context is provided by the user-defined pattern length, and the notion of the "most structurally different or similar" is defined as the largest Euclidean distance to the nearest non-self-match. Both constraints, while determining the task and the solution exactly, place severe restrictions on the result by assuming unrealistic a priori knowledge about the exact motif and anomaly lengths.
In this work, we address this issue in two ways. First, our algorithms allow the pattern length to vary in boundaries that are consistent with the time series context of correlating patterns (as it is determined by the grammar induction algorithm used). Second, we allow the user to control this context analysis process with our interactive graphical user interface (GUI) tool. Specifically, we expect the user to navigate the dataset via panning and zooming and to select the input time series fragment that satisfies some subjective criteria, such as the correspondence to the expected normal generative process. Given such a fragment, our tool finds the optimal parameter set which yields the most descriptive grammar about the fragment at the first step. It then applies these chosen parameters to the whole dataset, highlighting motifs and anomalies at the second step.
The learned context, however, depends on the time series span analyzed. Thus, if it contains long noisy or significantly different from the true or expected generative process structural fragments, the inferred (learned) context may fail to capture the true signal structure, and the technique will fail. Therefore, the proper input is crucial for the context learning success, and for this reason we implemented our techniques behind a GUI, which facilitates human-computer interaction, enabling high quality context selection through visual examination.
GRAMMAR-BASED TIME SERIES DECOMPOSITION
Before describing our approach in detail, consider the following example showing the context-free grammar properties used in our approach. Let S = abc abc cba cba bac xxx abc abc cba cba bac be the input string under analysis (e.g., derived from a time series and reflecting its structure). For reason that will become clearer later, the input string consists of a sequence of words (in this example, three-letter words or triplets). Each triplet is considered an atomic unit, or a terminal 
Grammar rule
Expanded grammar rule R0 → R1 xxx R1 abc abc cba cba bac xxx abc abc cba cba bac R1 → abc abc cba cba bac abc abc cba cba bac In addition to these two repeated sequences separated by xxx, an attentive reader shall notice that each of them consists of two sequences of paired words "abc abc" and "cba cba" that are followed by "bac"-a property that can potentially be used. Indeed, the second grammar inference algorithm implemented in our tool, called Re-Pair, Larsson and Moffat (1999) exploits this property of the input string S in full.
As shown, both grammar induction algorithms successfully find repeated patterns in the input string and create hierarchical structures of grammar rules that reduce the length of the input string (i.e., compress it). Both grammars consist of grammar rules that are encoded by non-terminals revealing repeated patterns in the input. At the same time, the subsequence xxx is unique to S, and thus algorithmically incompressible, was not included in any of the grammar rules.
In our previous work (Li et al. 2012; Senin et al. 2015) , we have shown that by the analysis of a grammar built upon time series discretization, it is possible to identify recurrent patterns, i.e., patterns that correspond to R1 in the Seqitur example and R1-R4 in the Re-Pair example, as well as anomalous patterns, i.e., xxx, at the same time.
To illustrate this, suppose we annotate each word of the input string S with the number of rules that the word appears in, excluding the top-level rule R0. The input string S becomes the following in the case of the Seqitur application:
Since all words except xxx occur in the grammar's single rule R1, they are all annotated with 1; since xxx is not a part of the rule, it is annotated with 0. In the case of Re-Pair application, the annotation counts are different: S = abc 3 abc 3 cba 3 cba 3 bac 1 xxx 0 abc 3 abc 3 cba 3 cba 3 bac 1 .
Here, all occurrences of the words abc and cba have a count of 3 because they appear in the grammar's rules R1/R2, R3, and R4. The word bac has a count of 1 since it appears only in R4; whereas the word xxx has a count 0 because it is not a part of any rule (R0 is excluded from counting).
As empirically shown in our previous work (Senin et al. 2015) , the annotation counts naturally reflect the algorithmic compressibility of terminal and non-terminal symbol sequences; specifically, we have shown that the compressibility correlates the frequency of a symbol's inclusion into the grammar rules. While most of the triplets in S are compressible to a higher degree depending on the grammar induction algorithm used, the triplet xxx 0 is algorithmically incompressible by any of the grammar induction algorithms and thus algorithmically random.
In turn, if the input string S is derived by discretizing a time series into a sequence of words, where each word corresponds to a time series subsequence extracted via a sliding window, then the subsequence in the time series that xxx represents is a potential anomaly, whereas other subsequences represent repeated patterns, i.e., time series motifs.
Note that when identifying potential motifs and anomalies we have not used any explicit distance computation between terminal or non-terminal symbols, grammar rules, or their corresponding (i.e., raw) subsequences. Moreover, note that the time series discretization technique SAX (Lin et al. 2003) and both grammatical inference algorithms Seqitur (Nevill Manning and Witten 1997) and Re-Pair (Larsson and Moffat 1999) also do not compute any distance (i.e., they do not explicitly measure how far apart objects are). Hence, unlike most of time series pattern discovery algorithms, our approach does not require any distance computation to discover and to rank multiple potential motifs and anomalies.
In the above example, potential motifs and anomalies are discovered and accounted for by a grammatical inference algorithm, which determines the pattern length automatically in the course of the grammar induction process-a property that contrasts with the rest of the time series pattern discovery algorithms that require the length of a potential pattern to be known in advance.
Time Series Symbolic Discretization
Since grammar induction algorithms are designed for discrete data, we begin by discretizing a continuous time series with SAX (Symbolic Aggregate approXimation) (Lin et al. 2003 ). In addition, since an anomaly is a local phenomenon, we apply SAX to subsequences extracted via a sliding window. SAX performs discretization by dividing a z-normalized subsequence into w equal-sized segments. For each segment, it computes a mean value and maps it to symbols according to a pre-defined set of breakpoints dividing the distribution space into α equiprobable regions, where α is the alphabet size specified by the user. This subsequence discretization process illustrated in Figure 3 outputs an ordered set of SAX words, where each word corresponds to the leftmost point of the sliding window, and which we process with numerosity reduction at the next step.
As an example, consider the sequence S1 where each word (e.g., aac) represents a subsequence extracted from the original time series via a sliding window and discretized with SAX (the subscript following each word denotes the starting position of the corresponding subsequence in the time series): S1 = aac 1 aac 2 abc 3 abb 4 acd 5 aac 6 aac 7 aac 8 abc 9 . . . In contrast to many SAX-based anomaly discovery techniques that store SAX words in a trie or a hash table for optimizing the search, and essentially throw away the ordering information, we argue that the sequential ordering of SAX words provides valuable contextual information, and is the key for allowing variable-length pattern discovery.
Numerosity Reduction
As we have shown in , neighboring subsequences extracted via sliding window are often similar to each other. When combined with the smoothing properties of SAX, this phenomenon persists through the discretization, resulting in a large number of consecutive SAX words that are identical. Later, these yield a large number of trivial matches, which significantly affect performance. To address this issue, we employ a numerosity reduction strategy: if in the course of discretization, the same SAX word occurs more than once consecutively, instead of placing every instance into the resulting string, we record only its first occurrence. Applied to S1, this process yields: S2 = aac 1 abc 3 abb 4 acd 5 aac 6 abc 9 .
In addition to speeding up the algorithm and reducing its space requirements, the numerosity reduction procedure provides an important feature in this work-it naturally enables the discovery of variable-length motifs and anomalies as we show next.
Grammar Induction on SAX Words
Next, the reduced sequence of SAX words (from repetitions) is input into a grammar induction algorithm in order to build a context-free grammar. GrammarViz 3.0 implements two GI algorithms: Seqitur (Nevill Manning and Witten 1997), and Re-Pair (Larsson and Moffat 1999), which we shall briefly discuss in this section.
Sequitur Grammar Induction Algorithm.
Seqitur is a linear time and space algorithm that derives the context-free grammar from a string incrementally. It is an online algorithm that does not need the access to the whole input sequence before building a grammar. Processing the input string from left to right, Seqitur builds the hierarchical structure of a context-free grammar by identifying and exploiting symbol correlations while maintaining the two constraints of uniqueness and utility at all times. Although simple in design, Seqitur has been shown to be competitive with the state of the art compression algorithms-the property that allows us to use the notion of Kolmogorov complexity for anomaly detection (Senin et al. 2015) . In addition, Seqitur performance tends to improve with the growth of the input string size (Nevill-Manning and Witten 1997). When applied to a sequence of SAX words, Seqitur treats each word as an input string token and builds the context-free grammar's hierarchical structure. This structure recursively reduces all digrams-consecutive pairs of tokens (terminal or non-terminal)-occurring more than once in the input string to a single new non-terminal symbol.
Re-Pair Grammar Induction Algorithm.
Re-Pair is a dictionary-based compression method invented in 1999 by Larsson and Moffat (1999) . In contrast with Seqitur, Re-Pair is an off-line algorithm that requires the whole input sequence to be accessible before building a grammar. Similar to Sequitur, Re-Pair also can be utilized as a grammar-based compressor that discovers a compact grammar that generates the text (Charikar et al. 2005) . As noted by the authors, when compared with online compression algorithms, the disadvantage of Re-Pair having to store a large message in memory for processing is "illusory" when compared with storing the growing dictionary of an online compressor, as the incremental dictionary-based algorithms maintain an equally large message in memory as a part of the dictionary (Larsson and Moffat 1999) .
Re-Pair performs a recursive pairing step-finding the most frequent pair of symbols in the input sequence and replacing it with a new symbol-until every pair appears only once. The algorithm can be implemented in linear time and space (Larsson and Moffat 1999) . Due to the simplicity and its off-line data processing paradigm, Re-Pair can be easily scaled over multiple CPUs, which is implemented in GrammarViz 3.0.
From our experience, both algorithms are suitable for recurrent and anomalous pattern discovery. The offline nature of the Re-Pair algorithm and its symbol-pairing design specificity typically result in creating grammars with much deeper hierarchy and larger inter-or between-rule length variance than those created with Seqitur, a property that sheds more light on the structure of the input data. At the same time, Seqitur grammar rules typically map to longer subsequences with higher intra-or within-rule length variance, which is useful in the variable length motif mining workflow. These distinctive properties are clearly illustrated in the examples above: for the same string S, Seqitur produced a single, five symbols long rule (Table 1) , whereas Re-Pair created a grammar hierarchy of four rules whose length varies from 2 to 5 (Table 2) . Table 3 and Figure 4 provide more evidence for these characteristic properties, as shown, Seqitur Power Demand dataset when using GrammarViz 3.0 GUI with sliding window of size 750, PAA size of 6, and Alphabet size of 3. The most frequent Re-Pair rule covers 46 eight-day intervals with a pronounced pattern of five working days and also contrast abnormal weeks containing national holidays; the most frequent Sequitur rule covers only 38 eight-day intervals which are also more difficult to interpret. Right panels show superimposed time series intervals corresponding to the most frequent rule occurrences in the input time series).
consistently produces grammars with longer, less frequent rules, whereas Re-Pair produces grammars with shorter rules but of higher occurrence frequency and deeper hierarchy (indirectly accounted for in the "Intervals" and the "Rule coverage curve" columns).
Variable Time Series Pattern Length
To reiterate the benefit of the numerosity reduction strategy and how it lends itself to variablelength pattern discovery with GI, consider the single grammar rule R1 generated by Seqitur from the string S1 as shown here:
Grammar rule
Expanded grammar rule R0 → R1 abb acd R1 aac 1 abc 3 abb 4 acd 5 aac 6 abc 9 R1 → aac abc aac abc
In this grammar, R1 concurrently maps to substrings of different lengths: S1 [1:3] of length 3 (i.e., aac 1 aac 2 abc 3 ) and S1 [6:9] of length 4 (i.e., aac 6 aac 7 aac 8 abc 9 ), respectively. The potential anomalous substring "abb 4 acd 5 " has length 2. Since each SAX word corresponds to a single point of the input time series (a subsequence starting point), R1 maps to its subsequences of variable lengths.
Mapping Rules to Subsequences
As shown in the above example, by keeping the offsets of the SAX words throughout the procedures of discretization and grammar induction, our algorithm is able to map rules and SAX words back to their original time series subsequences.
PATTERN MINING WITH GRAMMAR-BASED TIME SERIES DECOMPOSITION
Previously in Li et al. (2012) , we proposed GrammarViz, an algorithm for variable-length time series motif discovery that makes full use of the hierarchy in Sequitur's grammar. We showed the ability of the proposed algorithm to discover recurrent patterns of variable lengths. This is due to several properties of the algorithm, including the data smoothing capability of SAX, numerosity reduction that enables the discovery of variable-length patterns, and Sequitur's utility constraint that ensures that all of the grammar's non-terminals correspond to recurrent patterns. Figures 1  and 4 show the examples of time series motif discovery using our tool which implements the proposed algorithms. In early GrammarViz 3.0 (i.e., GrammarViz 2.0) development iterations we also provided a pilot module demonstrating the potential of grammar-based time series decomposition for the time series anomaly discovery-the research direction that we later fully developed in Senin et al. (2015) , where we formally introduced the notion of the grammar rule density curve, which is the key to our grammar-driven anomaly detection algorithms.
The rule density curve reflects the input time series compressibility and is built as follows: An empty array of length m (the length of the time series T ) is first created. Each element in this array corresponds to a time series point and is used to keep count of the grammar rules that span (or "cover") the point. Second, since the locations of corresponding subsequences for all grammar rules are known, by iterating over all grammar rules the algorithm increments a counter for each of the time series points that the rule spans. After this process each element of the array contains a value indicating the total number of grammar rules that covers the corresponding time series point. The curve that corresponds to the array's values is the rule density curve that effectively marks each point of the input time series with its degree of normality/discordance with respect to a learned context. Since each SAX string (which may or may not be a part of a grammar rule) corresponds to a subsequence starting at some position of the input time series, the points for which the rule density counters are the global minima correspond to the grammar symbols (terminals or nonterminals) whose inclusion in the grammar rules are minimal. These subsequences are algorithmically anomalous, and we consider the intervals in the rule density curve containing the minimal values potential anomalies. As an example, consider the rule density curves shown in the middle panel of Figure 5 where the global minima of the rule density curve pinpoints the true, annotated anomaly that is hard to detect even by visual inspection (Keogh et al. 2005) .
The rule density curve properties can be explained by the algorithmic compressibility framework, where the algorithmic (Kolmogorov) randomness of a string has been defined through Fig. 6 . Incorporating the rule-density-curve approach in GrammarViz 3.0. The varying degrees of shades in the background correspond to rule density curve values: the non-shaded (white) intervals pinpoint true anomalies, whereas darkly shaded intervals indicate overlaps between recurrent correlating patterns. Fig. 7 . Incorporating the RRA algorithm in GrammarViz 3.0. The screenshot shows its application to the video data telemetry. As shown, when configured with a window length of 150, RRA was able to detect multiple discords whose lengths vary from 11 to 189. its incompressibility, i.e., the lack of algorithmically exploitable redundancy (Martin-Löf 1966; Grünwald 2007; Li and Vitányi 2013) . Consider the role of the Seqitur digram uniqueness constraint, which ensures that none of the digrams processed by the algorithm (i.e., compressed into non-terminals) repeats itself. This property guarantees the exhaustiveness of the search for algorithmically exploitable redundancies in the input string, and consequently asymptotically maximal compression of the output string (Nevill-Manning and Witten 1997). Both properties put our approach within the Kolmogorov complexity framework based on the algorithmic compressibility and allow us to relate algorithmically incompressible subsequences to anomalies.
Figures 6 and 7 illustrate the implementation of our techniques for the rapid approximate time series anomaly discovery via rule density curve and for the exact time series discord discovery using Rare Rule Anomaly (RRA) algorithm, in which we rank anomaly candidates by their respective rule densities in search of exact, variable-length discords (Senin et al. 2015) .
ORGANIZING GRAMMAR-BASED PATTERNS
As shown above, the grammar-based time series decomposition offers an advantageous capability to find patterns of different lengths. However, the hierarchical and the variable-length natures of the patterns mean that often they are numerous and overlapping. While this specificity aids time series anomaly discovery (Senin et al. 2015) , the large number of overlapping time series motif candidates is difficult to examine visually. To simplify the navigation and to provide basic ranking mechanism, our tool implements interactive multiple-pattern selection capabilities and their ordering by the rule order, average rule length, rule frequency, rule use, and so on, and enables searching in the pattern table by the query. Nevertheless, the capacity of organizing rules in an intelligent way and a mechanism for their automated pruning are highly desirable.
In this section, we describe two simple heuristics designed to reduce the number of reported patterns. The first heuristic, performed via post-processing of candidate motifs, is based on the exclusion of highly similar, overlapping patterns found with clustering. In essence, we collect all subsequences corresponding to grammar rules into a mixed bag, eliminate overlapping patterns and organize the remaining patterns into a much smaller, representative set of motifs. The second heuristic is built similar to the greedy solution of minimum-cardinality set cover problem (an NPhard problem) (Halperin and Karp 2005; Young 2008 ) and attempts to find the smallest set of rules that cover the most of the input time series in a greedy fashion.
Heuristic 1: Pruning Similar Overlapping Patterns
As the first step of this rule-reduction process, we pool all of the motif subsequences-that is, all subsequences that appear in at least one Seqitur rule-and sort them in ascending order based on their lengths. Next, based on the user-defined length-difference parameter, these subsequences are partitioned into several length groups. In the second step, we remove all the redundant subsequences within the same length group. A candidate subsequence is considered redundant if it overlaps with other subsequences. When there is an overlap found there are different ways to decide which subsequence to keep. A simple way is to remove the shorter one. Another method is to compare the importance im of points in each subsequence. Value im is set as the number of rules that point belongs to. Finally, we apply a Euclidean distance-based hierarchical clustering on the non-overlapping, similar-length subsequences to organize them into different pattern groups. Each pattern group (cluster) represents a motif. An example of clustered patterns is shown in Figure 8 . There are only 25 pattern groups (motifs) after this post-processing procedure, compared to 252 from the original Seqitur rules. Table 4 shows results of this rule-reduction technique application in our experimentation with 16 real datasets.
Grammar Cover
In order to formally describe our redundant rule pruning technique and later the automated parameters selection procedure, we shall define the grammar cover:
Definition 5.1 (Grammar cover). The grammar cover Cover G (T ) of a grammar G inferred from a time series T is the ratio of two values-the number of time series points that are located within any of the subsequences corresponding to the grammar rules and the total length of time series.
Heuristic 2: Pruning Redundant Grammar Rules
While it is natural to consider the most frequent repeated time series intervals as a time series motif candidate, we observed that the most frequently occurred rules in R0 may not be the most informative due to the overlapping of their corresponding intervals. To mitigate this issue, we develop a grammar-rule pruning technique based on the greedy solutions (Young 2008 ) to minimum-cardinality set cover problem (Halperin and Karp 2005) . It is a greedy algorithm that selects a minimal set of grammar rules that provide the maximum grammar cover. The pruning algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. Its input consists of the grammar G describing the input time series, and the time series length m. The algorithm outputs a reduced grammar covering the same time series. The pruning process is wrapped into the outer loop (lines 2-29) that breaks in two cases: (i) when the whole time series span is covered by selected grammar rules or (ii) when it is impossible to extend the cover (lines 12-14). Two consecutive over-the-rules loops are inside the main outer loop. In the first loop (lines 4-11), the algorithm finds the rule that extends the current cover at most. In the second loop (lines 16-27), the algorithm performs a check on whether the addition of the new rule makes any of the previously selected rules obsolete-in that case the redundant rule is removed from the selection and set aside. Upon finishing the pruning process, selected rules are partially expanded, following the exclusion of some of the initial rules (line 30), and the resulting grammar is returned. 
The Intuition Behind the Rule Pruning Algorithm
The intuition behind this algorithm is simple-since our task in hand is to find maximally repeated and minimally-overlapping subsequences (which we consider the most informative), at each iteration, as the best candidate we select the rule that covers the most of the uncovered-so-far time series span thus naturally provides much information about its structure. A notable property of our grammar pruning algorithm is that it searches for a minimal subset of grammar rules that has the same cover as the full grammar, which relates it to a series of algorithms dealing with serial episodes mining from event sequences (Tatti and Vreeken 2012; Van Leeuwen and Vreeken 2014; Lam et al. 2014 ) that employ coding tables to find a minimal set of episodes for the observed sequence description in a succinct and characteristic manner. Also note that these and our technique are built upon the similar foundation-the Minimal Description Length (MDL) (Grünwald 2007) and Kolmogorov complexity (i.e., algorithmic compression) (Li and Vitányi 2013) formalisms.
AUTOMATED DISCRETIZATION PARAMETERS SELECTION
The problem of discretization parameter optimization for time series anomaly and frequent pattern discovery remains unsolved to the best of our knowledge. In this work, for the first time, we propose a semi-automated solution whose performance quality increases with the user participation. The proposed solution is based on the inherent discretization and grammar inference process properties, which we shall discuss.
Discretization Granularity Effect on the Grammar Size and Complexity
The discretization process discussed in the previous sections depends on three parameters: sliding window size, PAA size, and the alphabet size. To investigate the effect of these parameters on the grammar's quantitative characteristics, we conducted a series of exploratory experiments using 16 datasets shown in Table 3 . These datasets represent a variety of generative processes: the GPS track dataset is transformed with a Hilbert space-filling curve log of the daily commute trajectories (Senin et al. 2015) ; the Dutch PD dataset represents the yearly energy consumption by the research facility (Van Wijk and Van Selow 1999) ; ECG datasets correspond to various phenomena observed in the ECG data (Goldberger et al. 2000) ; Insect dataset reflects the insect feeding behaviors (Mueen et al. 2009 ), NPRS data represent respiration rhythms (Keogh et al. 2005) , TEK (Keogh et al. 2005) and Winding datasets are from industrial processes telemetry, and Video data is a telemetry stream from a video recording (Keogh et al. 2004) .
First, we investigated the effect of discretization granularity on the time series approximation error. For this, we designed an error function that is the sum of two error values computed for each of the subsequences extracted via a sliding window. These error values are (i) the PAA approximation error and (ii) the SAX transform approximation error, which are schematically shown at Figure 3 . As shown, the PAA approximation error is the normalized sum of Euclidean distances between time series points after z-normalization and their corresponding PAA values:
where C is the subsequence of the time series T extracted via sliding window of length n. The SAX approximation error is the normalized sum of distances between the PAA values and the centers of SAX alphabet cut segments to which this values belong:
where k is the PAA size and C PAA k is the PAA transform of C. The value of the CutCenter (C i PAA k ) is taken from the table of precomputed values similar to the SAX cut lines table.
The intuition behind this error function design is that it accounts for an averaged distance between a time series point and its SAX representation over the whole time series. Naturally, as the values of PAA and Alphabet parameters of SAX transform increase, the approximation error decreases, as shown in Figure 9 where the surface-composing values are averaged for sliding windows ranging from 30 to 400.
At the same time, as the PAA and the Alphabet values increase, the amount of SAX words and their diversity also increase, causing the total number of rules in the resulting grammar to grow. Figure 10 indirectly shows that dependency by the strong negative correlation between the approximation error and the total number of rules in the grammar.
10:18 P. Senin et al. Fig. 9 . The illustration of the discretization granularity effect on the approximation error. As the PAA and Alphabet parameters values increase, the approximation error decreases. The dependency is more pronounced for longer and more regular time series (top row plots).
The Grammar Reduction Coefficient
Above, we proposed a grammar pruning procedure that is designed to eliminate redundant grammar rules that do not contribute to the time series grammar cover. We propose to use the ratio of rules in the pruned grammar to the total number of rules as the discriminative function for selecting the set of optimal discretization parameters:
Reduction Coefficient = Number of rules in the pruned grammar Number of rules in the full grammar
Specifically, in order to select the optimal discretization parameters set for a time series under analysis, we propose the following process: -First, a parameter learning interval is chosen from the input time series. If the input time series is short, its whole span can be used; if it is long (tens of thousands of points), it is advisable to select a shorter interval to speed-up the sampling process. In addition to that, it is advisable to choose an anomaly-and noise-free interval that reflects the expected generative process in order to avoid learning biases. -Second, a range of acceptable discretization parameter values is specified. For example, for a sliding window length, the acceptable range can be from 10 to a doubled length of a typical structural phenomenon observed in the time series. For PAA, a typical range can be from 2 to 50 (assuming that the sliding window length is more than maximal PAA value); and for the alphabet from 2 to 15. -Third, for each of the parameter combinations within the specified ranges, a grammar is inferred and pruned, in order to compute the reduction coefficient value. However, during Fig. 10 . The correlation between the approximation error and the total number of rules in a grammar. Larger grammars tend to have a small approximation error (which is linked to the high discretization granularity). Fig. 11 . The correlation between the most frequent rule occurrence and the reduction coefficient. Note, that while the correlation coefficient is positive in general, the minimal reduction value (marked by the red dot) is not the leftmost one and, from our empirical evaluation, tends to correspond to the value that approximately equals to the most frequently observed time series structural phenomenon (i.e., motif).
this sampling, any grammar whose cover falls below a fixed threshold-usually in a range from 0.9 to 1.0 depending on the expectation for an anomalous ranges fraction-shall be discarded as not describing the input time series in full and the corresponding parameters combination is marked as invalid. -Finally, among all sampled and valid combinations, we select the one that yields the minimal value of the reduction coefficient as the optimal discretization parameter set. An explanation of our target function design and the parameter optimization process can be that the grammar reduction coefficient reflects a number of properties. First, it decreases when the denominator-a number of rules in the grammar-increases, which happens when the discretization parameters grow and the approximation error decreases (Figure 10 ). This growth, however, is limited by the cover threshold, which makes sure that the correlations between words are occurring and it is possible to describe the time series by the grammar's hierarchical structure in full. Second, the grammar reduction coefficient also decreases when the numerator-the number of the rules in the reduced grammar-decreases, which happens when the small number of non-redundant rules describes the time series in full (again, according to the desired cover threshold). Thus, by the design, the minimal grammar reduction coefficient value corresponds to a parameters set that allows to describe the input time series in full with the minimal approximation error, and which, at the same time, allows to reduce the grammar's hierarchical structure to only a few non-redundant rules capturing repeated structural phenomena within the input signal (Figure 11) .
We implemented the parameters optimization workflow in GrammarViz 3.0 as shown in Figure 12 . The typical interactive workflow scenario for the parameter optimization consists of few steps that can be repeated if necessary: loading the dataset into GrammarViz 3.0 GUI, exploring it using panning and zooming, selecting a dataset section that reflects the expected generative process, configuring the sampling grid density, and running the sampler.
Parameters Optimization Algorithm's Complexity
The automated parameters selection algorithm proposed in this work consists of two steps procedure run for each of the user's defined values of sliding window size (W ), PAA reduction coefficient (P), and the SAX alphabet size (A). The first step of the procedure is the grammar in- Fig. 13 . The illustration of the used GI algorithms performance difference when using datasets with many recurrent subsequences and few anomalies. As shown, Re-Pair is much more likely to yield a grammar where the most frequent rule occurrence is equal to the occurrence of the most frequently observed structural phenomena, such as a heartbeat or a telemetry cycle.
duction with Re-Pair, which is of quadratic complexity O (n 2 ) where n is the size of the input time series. The second step of the optimization procedure is the rule pruning step of following complexity: if m is the number of rules in the Re-Pair grammar, the pruning process is progressively reduces this number to the k irreducible rules-a stepwise process with (sorting) complexity m * log m + (m − 1) log(m − 1) + · · · + (m − k ) log(m − k ), which is in the worst case (i.e., k = 1) has a complexity of O (m 2 log m). Since the both steps are run for each of the user-defined combination, the optimization algorithm's complexity is W * P * A * (O (n 2 ) + O (m 2 log m)) or O (C (n 2 + m 2 log m)), where the value of C depends on the user's input.
EMPIRICAL VALIDATION
From our experience with the target function design, the proposed parameter optimization process works best when the Re-Pair GI algorithm is used, in this case GrammarViz 3.0 parameter optimization workflow is able to find a discretization parameter combination that allows to capture the most frequently occurring structural anomaly. Consider Figure 13 that shows examples of two datasets, ECG0606 and Video telemetry, and compares kernel density estimates for the most frequent rule of Seqitur and Re-Pair grammars. The sampling shown was done over the parameters grid with the range of parameters for the sliding window size , PAA , and the Alphabet [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] , while the minimal grammar cover threshold was set to 0.98. Obviously, the Re-Pair algorithm is much more likely than Seqitur to produce a grammar whose most frequent rule occurs the same amount of times as the most frequently observed time series structural phenomenon. Figures 15 and 16 also support our claim that the proposed automated parameters selection process based on the Re-Pair algorithm is likely to find a parameters set that allows to capture the time series structural phenomena that is the most frequent and that contributes to the cover value the most.
We did not formally evaluate our technique performance in time series motif discovery when compared with other techniques. The technical reason for that is the specificity of our symbolic discretization and grammar inference-based technique, which essentially reports correlation of symbolic sequences that we map back to the input time series subsequences. Due to this specificity we had to significantly relax the definition of time series motif by allowing variable length and overlap, which makes our technique incomparable with exact motif discovery techniques such as Mueen and Chavoshi (2015) , Mohammad and Nishida (2014), or Mueen et al. (2009) . In addition to that, with our approach, by simply adjusting the sliding window size and the discretization granularity (manually or in automated fashion) we can easily achieve the performance in frequent pattern discovery demonstrated by other approximate motif discovery techniques such as Grabocka et al. (2016) or . We evaluated the automated parameter selection procedure performance in the task of time series anomaly selection. First, we run the sampler using the same parameters ranges and the minimal cover threshold as in the above experimentation except that we increased the upper bound for the Dutch Power Demand dataset up to 900 points. The selected parameters are shown in Table 5 along with quantitative characteristics of resulting grammars. Second, we run our RRA algorithm (Senin et al. 2015) implementation using these parameters with Re-Pair algorithm. The comparison of the discords discovered this way and HOT-SAX (Keogh et al. 2005 ) discords is shown in Table 6 -our automated discord discovery approach was able to find the true discord in 14 out of 16 test cases. In two unsuccessful attempts, the second-ranked discord coincides with the true discord-an issue that is known to happen because we use normalized Euclidean distance (by subsequence length) for exact RRA discord discovery (Senin et al. 2015) .
Sensitivity Analysis
In order to evaluate the proposed algorithm behavior, and specifically its sensitivity to the noise in input data, we conducted an experiment using a synthetic dataset. The dataset was generated by planting anomalies of various types into a sine curve and adding a random trend and a various levels of noise to the resulting time series. For each of the synthetic datasets, the experiments were conducted by using sampling intervals of various length for the optimal parameters discovery followed by the discord discovery procedure. Figure 14 shows the synthetic dataset construction: the sine wave, five randomly planted anomalies (from left to right: (1) max signal level for an interval of length π , (2) signal compression for an interval of 3π , (3) signal expansion (delay) for an interval of 1.5π , (4) no signal for an interval of length π , and (5) min signal level for an interval of length π ). The added trend curve was generated by a random walk, noise was generated using Gaussian distribution and scaled by 0.1 for 10% noise dataset, 0.2 for 20%, and so on. The planted discords are highlighted in each of the six resulting datasets used for evaluation. For each of the six datasets, the following experimental procedure was performed: (i) a sampling interval from the range [745-1070] (we used increment 5 for constructing 64 sampling intervals of length 10, 15, . . . , 325) was selected as the input for the parameters optimization procedure where sliding window was bounded by the range from 10 to the maximal possible window and PAA and alphabet values were bounded by the range of [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] ; (ii) parameters optimization procedure discussed earlier was performed and the best parameters discovered; (iii) the best parameters set was used for the discord discovery with RRA algorithm. Five best discords reported by RRA were Note: For each of 6 dataset from Figure 14 we ran an automated parameters discovery followed by the discord discovery procedure (with RRA Algorithm). Count of GrammarViz 3.0 success in each of planted discords discovery is shown as a count. Also shown the discord discovery rate and the mean discretization parameters values.
evaluated for an overlap with the planted anomalies-in the case of an overlap we accounted for a successful planted anomaly discovery. Table 7 shows the results of the experimentation. First, as it was expected, the discord discovery rate decreased with the noise level growth. Second, we noticed that the parameters optimization procedure was able to adequately adapt to the increasing noise levels by coarsening the discretization: the mean PAA value (the SAX word length) decreased from 6.2 to 3.7, the mean Alphabet size decreased from 5.4 to 3. Third, we noted the differences in discord discovery rates among different anomaly types. Specifically, the signal compression anomaly (#2) was discovered in almost all cases, followed by the signal loss anomaly (#4), maximum signal value (#1), signal expansion (#3), and the minimal signal value (#5) that was the most difficult to discover for our technique. Finally, we noted that the mean discretization parameters values computed for all 64 runs of GrammarViz 3.0 enable all five anomalies discovery, which is an additional evidence that in an average case our approach is able to successfully discover close to the optimal discretization parameters. Fig. 16 . The illustration of less explainable parameters selected by the proposed technique. Top row shows the Winding (left) and Insect (right) datasets-we unable to explain the nature of the discovered motifs without understanding of the generative processes. The bottom row shows patterns in TEK16 and GPS Track datasets-in TEK, the approach picked overlapping patterns due to the high amount of low-amplitude noise, whereas in the GPS track the most frequent pattern corresponds to the Hilbert transform artifact that results in a step as the trajectory travels through Hilbert cell boundaries.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, we propose a grammar decomposition-based, interactive methodology to find variable length time series patterns. Specifically, our technique enables discovery of variable-length approximate time series motifs and variable-length exact and approximate time series anomalies.
In contrast with previous effort, this work proposes solutions for two problems associated with the grammar-based pattern mining framework-the candidate pattern numerosity and the optimal discretization parameters selection. Specifically, we have shown two complementary heuristics for pattern numerosity reduction: one of them is based on the pattern similarity and aids discovery of structurally similar non-overlapping time series subsequences, whereas another heuristics, based on the greedy minimum cardinality maximum cover principle, aids the discovery of the minimal set of frequent, overlapping patterns which explain the time series hierarchical structure at most. Our discretization parameters optimization technique is based on the latter numerosity reduction technique and guides the discretization parameters search toward a set of parameters that provides a maximal reduction of the full grammar rules amount while preserving the grammar cover, or, in other words, captures the most of structural recurrent patterns in the smallest amount of grammar rules.
We have implemented all proposed techniques in an interactive visual time series pattern mining tool called GrammarViz 3.0 that extends their capabilities by enabling the user to control the process and visually validate the results. With its use we obtained empirical results, which confirm that the grammar-based approach with automated parameters selection is capable to find important motifs and discords.
Many future directions are possible. First, we would like to explore other rule-pruning heuristics. Second, we would like to investigate the performance of other grammar inference algorithms, such as Seqential (improved Seqitur), Bisection, and Greedy (Charikar et al. 2005) . We also plan to
